
 

 

 

 

Returpack Ltd.: Integrator of the recycling of beer cans (A)* 

Is it possible these days that a beer can disposed into the bin might be recycled into the 

cylinder head of an Audi TT? Might this transformation be done involving homeless people? 

Theoretically it is possible. Returpack’s 200 Reverse Vending Machines (RVMs) collect empty 

aluminum cans throughout the country either in an intact or in a crushed form. Many times, 

the latter are picked up by homeless people from household waste or such persons get cans 

that have been thrown away in the street for the two forints that they will be paid for them 

by the RVM. Through Returpack the aluminum will be being recycled, and it will become a 

beer can or turn up in an Audi cylinder head once more. László Duma, Returpack’s executive 

manager has become used to the fact that the above-mentioned, surprising details of their 

activities gets people’s attention. Yet he is most proud of the idea that everything is in its 

right place in their business model: technology, the partnerships, incentives or the IT 

support. Just because of this, he thinks a lot nowadays about further developments for this 

business model. For he has to observe the not entirely foreseeable internal legislative 

changes; and also spends most of his time poring over some international adaptation of the 

model. Because the business model appropriate for domestic inland circumstances may 

have to be revised, for different reasons, in relation to other countries. 

The foundations of Returpack 

The history of Returpack dates back to 2006, when one of the main breweries started 

thinking about collecting ‘alu’ cans. They wanted to get a competitive edge with a returnable 

system in the relatively concentrated branch of the industry. The system and the business 

model for the brewery was planned with the help of László Duma (who deals with logistics 

counselling); at the same time they founded the Returpack National Environmental 

Protection Company (Returpack Országos Környezetvédelmi Kft). (László Duma’s career is 

presented in Appendix 5.) The key element of the model was the Reverse Vending Machine 

(RVM) and Returpack issued a call for tender for its development. The tender was won by 

the Sealorient chemical firm, which was founded back in the 1980s for the exporting of 
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chemical industry products into Arabic countries. However, the 100% Hungarian-owned 

Sealorient has now developed a world innovation: for their RVM recognizes and takes back 

damaged cans, too. A wider recollection of cans becomes possible as there is no need for the 

scanning of bar codes and the reverse vending machine also accepts damaged cans. The 

RVM has an aluminium recognizer system: they accept all kinds of alu cans intact or in 

crushed shape, except for flattened ones, and also filters cans and bottles made of other 

materials. Since it performs a 1:12 ratio compression, the RVM, with its container, one able 

to hold 9000 aluminium cans, only takes up one square meter. (The operation of the RVMs is 

illustrated by the videos referred to in Appendix 6 and by the pictures in Appendix 7.) The 

rolling, exchangeable, closeable container and the simple, modular inner structure of the 

vending machine alike make efficient operation possible. “Somebody once put a sandwich 

into the RVM. The RVM can handle such situations even automatically: it diverts the 

sandwich to the exit slot, checks the aluminium pathway inside the machine, then cleans it 

and initializes it.” - László Duma describes functions of the RVM. 

Other participants of the branch of industry did not enthuse over the idea of deposits, so 

including a deposit in the price was not done. The developed system and the finished 

prototype of the RVM was put aside. It took three years to revive the project. Finally, 

Returpack did not offer its innovation to just one large brewery - they entered into an 

agreement with the three biggest ones (Borsodi, Dreher, Heineken) simultaneously about a 

common system. This system is financed by the recycling of waste material and from 

product cost savings, to be realized by the breweries, i.e. there is no need for any deposit. 

Product fee-saving pilot 

The product fee system urges manufacturers to take aspects of environmental protection 

into consideration. In the case of alu cans, 300 HUF/kg (Hungarian Forints/kg) is the product 

fee to be paid, which means 5 HUF/can for half litre alu cans and 3 HUF/can for 0.33 l cans, 

but it is only 0.12 HUF for one Nespresso can. According to existing Hungarian regulations, 

manufacturers who are able to recycle more than 17% of their sold cans are eligible for a 

product fee refund from the state, and they can linearly reduce product fee payments to up 

to 65% of the collection rate. Thus manufacturers are becoming interested in the idea of 

collection, while the state approximates to the collection quota specified by the European 

Union. Returpack’s business idea was that they undertake collections for the three large 

breweries, who can thereby save on product fee costs in this way; and one part of these 

savings is given to Returpack for operating the system. 

Returpack took advantage of this due to the relatively strong competition and the fact that 

the three big breweries were not considering making a joint company. Hence, Returpack 

(which really possessed some world innovation technology) had managed to gain a centrally 

controlling position. In negotiations with Returpack, the breweries represented themselves 

at a high level. Basically, they were concentrating on one factor: “whether there is a ROI in 
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the story or not”, i.e. is it worth it financially for them, or not. In 2009, Returpack managed 

to convince the CEOs of the three significant breweries to initiate a pilot project. The 24 

RVMs were financed by the breweries but were operated by Returpack, who collected 28.4 

tons of alu cans in 2010 (from March to December). 

Consumer incentives 

Persons’ taking used cans to RVMs was also necessary for the success of the pilot. In the case 

of refillable glass bottles, the 24 HUF deposit had enough if an incentive effect on people 

that they took back four bottles out of every five. Nevertheless, Returpack can only spend 

the revenues from re-using metal waste on incentive creation. Beyond the social layer of the 

most environmentally conscious consumers, the calculated 2 HUF/can only motivate two 

social groups: the poor and homeless people. Thus, it is not beer consumers take back the 

major part of alu cans - instead, it is the cans that they throw away, which are collected from 

the street and dustbins by homeless people.  

According to estimations, there are thousands of people who make their living via the 

Returpack system: from collecting perhaps 2-3000 cans and inserting them into the reverse 

vending machines of Returpack. “Two years ago there were people whom we got to know 

even personally, and we accepted the collected cans from them without RVM. Nowadays, the 

Metals Act does not allow this, yet we can be glad that an exception does remain alongside 

the ever stricter regulations regarding the taking back of using RVM: those who take back 

metal waste do not have to show an identity card,” added László Duma. 

This specific “crowdsourcing” of collecting was made possible by the above-mentioned, 

unique characteristic of RVM: For 2 HUF it is hardly to be expected that persons would bring 

back intact cans. Yet if they (and about 50% of them are homeless nowadays) were allowed 

to bring back crushed cans, they would arrive in larger quantities. Naturally, it is also 

necessary for the RVMs to be nearby and reachable, i.e. that they are more comfortable and 

convenient than the MÉH-plants, which pay on the basis of weight while offering a better 

take-back price. So it seems obvious that one should operate the RVMs in busy 

supermarkets. 

Reverse vending machines in supermarkets 

All retailers operating in an area larger than 200 square meters are obliged to run bottle 

return services if they are selling beverages with a deposit. The stores do not get a 

commission for returning bottles - it only means a nuisance and some expenditure for them; 

for the regulation does not allow for the store to oblige customers to ‘purchase the refund’ 

that they will get for returned bottles. In spite of this, the RVM of Returpack does not need 

any further activities (it only needs space and an electric current); and it gives a receipt for 

the price of alu cans, which can be used for purchases in the given store (and in some stores 

they pay the amount of the receipt without there being any purchases at the cash desk). 
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Moreover, the store can advertise their environmental protection efforts with the help of 

this.  

Besides the 24 RVMs bought by the breweries, Returpack bought newer RVMs from 2011 - 

and after seeing such successful operations the breweries also purchased newer items. Our 

own RVMs have appeared throughout the country in the larger Spars, CBA and Kaiser (since 

then: Spar), Match (since then: CBA), and also in Auchan supermarkets. The collection price 

is the same in every store except for Auchan, where, for rounding-off reasons, 5 HUF/2 cans 

is paid instead of 2 HUF/1 can. However, Tesco has also joined with a somewhat different 

model. They bought one part of the RVMs on their own, and Returpack is only in charge of 

their ‘operation’ (informatics and maintenance); while transportation and actual use of 

waste material belongs within Tesco’s scope of authority, too (transportation is done by 

their own delivery trucks). As a matter of fact, Tesco operates RVMs in the field of bottle 

returns too, saving 3 or 4 persons per store from having to deal with wrapping - for which 

the collection of alu cans, also via RVMs, is well suited. 

The turnover of the Returpack system has increased dynamically in the last two years. By the 

end of 2012, nearly 200 RVMs had joined the system. One third of this is the property of 

Tesco, so Returpack has already, besides the ones bought by the breweries, bought a few 

dozen RVMs.1 They are installed in 1% of the 23 thousand food stores of the country, and 

most decisively in the stores of above 5000 square meters, though there are some installed 

in smaller outlets, too. The handed over quantity had reached 1700 tons by 2012, which 

means about 100 million cans (about one sixth of the canned beverages consumed in 

Hungary).  

 2010 2011 2012 

Number of RVMs (pcs) 24 57 180 

Quantity of cans taken over (tons/year) 28.4 400 1700  

Quantity of cans taken over 
(cans/month) 

100,000 300,000 9 million 

The number of commercial partners 4 8 8 

11 Growth of the Returpack system; Source: Returpack 

The RVMs do not differentiate between beer and non-beer alu cans, so they accept coke, 

coffee or energy drink cans, too. In fact, the three breweries cooperating with Returpack 

would give three quarters of all the beverage alu cans sold in Hungary. On the list of 

beverages sold in alu cans, beers are followed by energy drinks and carbonated beverages. 

600 million sold alu cans out of 750-800 million contain beer. 

  

                                                           
1
 You can see the locations of RVMs in the country on the websitehttp://mindendoboz.hu/terkep.html. 

http://mindendoboz.hu/terkep.html
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Beer consumption in Hungary 

In 2012, the four biggest manufacturers in Hungary (the Pécs Brewery - Pécsi Sörfőzde - and 

the three firms cooperating with Returpack together represent more than 95% of the 

Hungarian market) sold 6.3 million hectoliters of beer, which means 1.26% growth compared 

to in the previous year. The popularity of a can packaging amounting to 40% of the market is 

increasing continuously, and not only due to the comfort of disposability. In Hungary, this 

packaging format appeared by means of expensive, foreign, premium brands in the 1970s. 

“A perception formed decades ago is still alive among consumers ... about the excellent 

quality of beer packaged in alu cans; and this explains the further spread of the segment 

alongside the aspects of comfort...” - Edina Avvakumovits, the marketing director of Brewery 

of Borsod (Borsodi Sörgyár) describes the situation. In several European countries a bottled 

packaging points to a premium beer. In Hungary, the ratio of beer bottles holding a deposit 

within beer consumption is about 50%. Here, too, the disposable plastic (PET) bottled beer is 

usually associated with cheapness, and it is less popular; while in Romania and Bulgaria 

people drink beer from PET-bottles at a rate of 60%. 

Within the can packaging, 95% of beer cans are aluminum and 5% is steel. The latter type is 

not easy to recycle, and the Returpack RVM recognizes it, even in crushed form - and does 

not accept it. “More discount store chains greatly prefer canned packaging and, owing to 

this, certain brands can only be bought in cans in these stores. “This also contributes to the 

growth of the segment,” declared Avvakumovits.2 By means of beer cans, about 10 thousand 

tons of aluminum got to customers (1 kg of aluminum is equal to 61 beer cans), from which 

Returpack collected 1700 tons.  

There may also be a business reason for the fact that breweries do not primarily draw 

consumers’ attention to the returnability and environmental protection advantages of the 

alu can. While the price of canned and bottled beer are almost the same, the bottled one 

(and draft, of course) is unambiguously the more profitable for them because of the around 

20-30 HUF cost of the empty aluminum can. There is a deposit in the price of the bottles (26 

HUF over the gross price), so more then 80% of them are returned (one bottle can be refilled 

cca. 40 times); while from the deposit nearly 20% covers (which, accordingly, remains with 

the breweries) the collection and cleaning of the remaining 80%. 

Audi from aluminum cans? 

Although glass is reusable, the aluminum can is notable because of the fact of low-energy 

recycling. (There is an explanation of the concept of reuse and recycling in the Appendix 3.) 

Aluminum production is extremely resource-demanding (and it pollutes the environment 

heavily); yet it can be remelted practically endless times, and with little invested energy. A 

can recycled in this way does not differ from a can made from the original raw material. 

                                                           
2
 Source: László Szalai: The ratio of canned beer has increased again, Trade Magazine, 19/04/11 
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Initially, no new beer cans were produced from the alu cans collected by Returpack - but, for 

example, the already mentioned Audi cylinder head was! This is not the best solution 

actually as alloy from beer cans is one of the most expensive types of aluminum produced by 

‘pulling’. In contrast, in the cylinder heads they use a simpler alloy, so some constituent of 

the expensively produced alu cans must basically be burned out for the recycling. Nowadays, 

at Returpack - during the so-called can-to-can cycle - food industry wrappers are reproduced 

from a significant part of the amount of alu cans. 

Yet this does not belong within the scope of Returpack: they deliver the collected alu cans to 

a metal wholesaler, where, for security reasons, the alu cans (which are collected in 

containers and are already flat) are de-ironized with a magnetic separator and are then 

trussed. The procedure, which is also known as pretreatment, can be performed by the 

contracted utility sector, partners of the National Waste Management Agency (NWA). From 

them, the metal is delivered to the processing plant, i.e. to a smelter or a furnace. While the 

Metals Act had permitted this, it had occurred previously that Returpack undertook 

pretreatment itself and transported materials directly to the smelters. At that time, one such 

smelter was providing the Hungarian plant of Audi in Győr with aluminum. The smelter 

transported the metal to the plant in liquid form, in amounts of 1000 litres, on public roads. 

Even Audi itself probably did not know that some recycled beer alu cans were able to be 

used in the production of cylinder heads for its TT model.  

A requirement of the can-to-can cycle is that the metal is transported into such a smelter or 

furnace where the used aluminum beverage cans (UBC, Used Beverage Container) can be 

handled separately owing to the scale of the activity and also without mixing them with 

other metals to be reused. The number of such smelters is limited in Europe. However, the 

aluminum reused in this way is more valuable, and in a processing unit specializing in such a 

thing, alu cans may be produced here again. Returpack does not follow the ongoing lifecycle 

of alu cans, but if they are transported into the relevant processing plant it will take a few 

months at the most from the day of collection for them to become alu cans again. 

Finally, it is always the processing unit that gets the aluminum, which offers a better price 

for it. On the world market the UBC has spot price exchanging, as if one were at the stock 

exchange. This can be derived mostly from the aluminum price on the London Metal 

Exchange (LME); and the relevant parties negotiate to get a certain percentage from this. 

Although Returpack makes sales straight to the pretreaters, they do generally participate in 

price negotiations with the smelter, who then takes the metal from them. Typically, 65-80 

percent of the price of LME can be attained.  
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22 The variance of the stock exhange price for aluminium (USD/ton; immediate, cash); Source: LME 

The exchange rate of LME aluminium was fluctuating around 2000 dollars in the years 2010-

12. At this exchange rate level, greater consumer incentives than what appears at present 

will not be forthcoming. With foreign projects, the amount is similar to what we have here: it 

will be 2 eurocents/3 cans, and 1 eurocent/5 cans for retailers. 

Logistics 

Logistics related to the Returpack system were undertaken by a subcontractor up until 2011. 

Meanwhile, the firm started to develop its own transporting vehicle (the upper structure 

was planned by them, and went with a purchased car frame), of which three were finished. 

A special design of light trucks of below 3.5 tons (developed by Module Store from 

Veszprém) helps in dealing with alu containers; while its total mass allows it to reach places 

(for example the old Match in Deák Square in the capital) that cannot be approached if one 

is using larger trucks.  

Three trucks operate throughout the country, with 8 drivers, 20 hours a day, and even in 3 

shifts during the ‘drinking season’ of summer. The weekend service is also absolutely 

necessary: even in January at least one vehicle also works on Saturdays and Sundays, since 

most cans will be returned on Friday afternoon or Saturday morning. The vehicles operate 

with one driver but, seasonally, (from June to September) a loader accompanies the driver if 

necessary. In such cases they can share all the obligatory tasks related to the RVMs: 

 transferring the contents of the container from the RVM to the truck, 

 cleanup, 
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 and smaller maintenance tasks. 

The basic maintenance-cleanup takes at least 10 minutes. Owing to the large amount of 

travelling, one truck can typically handle 10-15 RVMs a day. In Budapest the record was 17 

destinations/day, though this did require some overtime. Even though for vehicles of under 

3.5 tons regulations are less rigorous (i.e. they can be driven with driving license category B), 

management endeavors to assign workdays to drivers where there is limited overtime. The 

vehicle itself was developed in such a way that there is enough space on them for an amount 

of alu cans that can be physically handled by the driver (max. 1000-1300 kg). 

The trucks transport the load directly to the waste utilizer plant or load it into another 

container. Here, a special conveyer-belt makes the loading easier. 

About one third of the costs of Returpack is spent on logistics. At least the half of this is for 

transport (costs related to vehicle operation), half of which is for fuel, while the other half is 

vehicle maintenance e.g. the cost of tires. Amortization is calculated on a time basis. 

(Financial data for the firm can be seen in Appendix 1.) 
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Tesco’s own waste materials and maintenance 

Tesco handles the above logistics on its own. Since they have their own waste collecting- and 

processing center – to utilize the relatively large amount of free capacity of their trucks 

returning from stores – they bring the compressed cans accumulated in RVMs here. For a 

retailer similar to the Tesco, only boundary costs appear in the cost of logistics. Therefore, 

this solution may cost less than Returpack’s own logistics. Tesco sells the waste itself and 

arranges transport, too (outbound logistics); yet they sometimes participate in price 

negotiations with the large smelters, alongside Returpack. Nonetheless, the IT background 

(including both reports and extracts) and maintenance are given to Tesco by Returpack. 

Costs and maintenance of RVMs 

Repairs to and maintenance of RVMs are done by Sealorient Ltd. - being developer and 

manufacturer of the RVMs - as a subcontractor to Returpack. Maintenance comes with the 

help of by 3-4 vehicles and 7-8 service operators. Maintenance has neither a major nor an 

insignificant cost: the firm is calculating with a cost of 1000 euros/RVM/year in the course of 

planning a foreign adaptation of the model. Today, a significant part of the revenues of 

Sealorient comes from the “Returpack” business sector. The RVMs must be changed about 

every 4 years, and Returpack’s planned foreign expansion would create a market for many 

dozens or even hundreds of RVMs, with an individual price of 8000 euros. Returpack has 

obtained exclusive rights as regards practical application of the alu can RVM of Sealorient 

and for any innovation coming within this (according to the contract between the two 

companies). 

IT background 

László Duma’s commitment to the e-business as a university lecturer was revealed at the 

Returpack, too. “We have put everything on the Internet that we could,” admits the 

executive manager,“ and the logistics is fully organized via an IT system”. Their servers were 

originally arranged on a professional server farm: first, because of cost efficiency, and later 

on because of reliability and availability reasons. The mail system is fully virtualized, and the 

business e-mail service of Google costs 30 USD in a month. Most data are stored in the 

cloud, and the management dashboard is also stored in Google Docs (in its spreadsheet). 

Once, a complex calculation was performed in the cloud: one and a half years ago, 

optimization of the schedule for plant visits ran for 3-4 days. As with scheduling circle routes 

the number of possible routes is increasing factorially (e.g. 15 destinations can be visited in 

43 billion ways), such a calculation would have been running for four years on a PC. Finally, 

the system of linear algebra/matrix equations was run on the servers of Google. 

But the key element of Returpack’s IT is the NRCIS, which is both an own-developed 

monitoring system and a central clearing house. Its prestigious name is an abbreviation of 
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the not-so-creative New Returpack Control Information System. The internet connection was 

involved from the beginning. In the first years of the system (developed 6 years ago), users 

logged into a central computer with the remote desktop function of Windows (terminal 

emulation); yet today, a completely browser-based system is working, which operates on 

smartphones and tablets as well. (You can find a more detailed description of the IT 

architecture in the Appendix 4.) Dispatchers use this for the monitoring and remote control 

of RVMs, administrators do the accounts and make reports with it, while management uses 

it for planning and analysis. 

Monitoring. 

NRCIS communicates every 15 seconds with all of the 200 RVMs. There is a GSM modem and 

a SIM card (with fix IP address) making machine to machine (m2m) communication possible. 

Returpack was the pioneer of this six years ago: RVMs continually transfer their reports via 

the mobile network of Magyar Telekom (Hungarian Telekom) to the central monitoring 

system of Returpack. Returpack’s dispatchers watch for signs sent by the RVMs every day of 

the week, and 20 hours a day (6-22h). They see every RVM on a map, and they are able to 

observe in real time how full they are or see if any maintenance is needed (e.g. a cartridge 

change). 

Google provides the basic map: they have software support for the use of Google Maps 

within a monthly fee system. The colour of the designations on the map show the actual 

status of the RVM: 

 Red: the RVM is malfunctioning, immediate intervention is needed or a maintainer is 

just working on it. The dispatcher can read specific error messages, for example “the 

mechanics have stopped”, “the door of the container is open”, “the printing paper 

has run out” or “the container is full”. The icon also turns red if data connection 

ceases with a given RVM, e.g. in the case of signal power problems. 

 Yellow: intervention will be necessary shortly, e.g. fullness has reached a preset level. 

 White: “prediction of prognosis”, reminder information belonging to the RVM. 

 Green: RVM operating properly, no action is required. 

Naturally, there are always some RVMs which are in the central service facility for 

maintenance or reparation purposes. “These RVMs are appearing on a map screen 

somewhere in the Western coast of Africa, so such RVMs (obviously with red status) need 

not disturb the dispatchers” - shows László Duma on his laptop. 

Control.  

Besides the automatic remote control (e.g. synchronizing the RVM’s clock with the center’s 

clock) dispatchers can intervene manually in any operation, modifying its status 

characteristics even by means of the RVM’s timer. With one or two RVMs per day a remote 

restart becomes necessary, which has a repairing function. An effect of this is that the 
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rotating components will begin to operate one by one, via which several unexpected 

problems can be brought to an end. Besides the already mentioned sandwich, the slot may 

become clogged for other reasons; at such a time the conveyer-belt can be started manually, 

which will direct the object that caused the clogging to the exit slot. Maintainers have 

actually found sneakers in a reverse vending machine! 

The center can send 23 different pieces of so-called parameter modifying data to RVMs. A 

few examples: 

 commercial parameter (theoretically, it is possible to change the return fee in a given 

RVM); 

 operational parameter (e.g. how many seconds should it take to send a signal into 

the NRCIS?); 

 container storage capacity limit (there is a counter in the RVMs, and it can calculate, 

via a setting, after how many pieces it should send an alert to the center or stop 

accepting further cans); 

 screen modification (the messages appearing on the simple - using black and red 

letters on a green background - screen of the RVM can be changed: Christmas 

greetings have already been displayed on it, but it could perhaps advertise a beer 

discount, too.) 

Planning. 

NRCIS is continuously checking the error messages and, on their basis, it suggests tasks (e.g. 

“restart needed”). At such a time, the dispatcher merely approves the suggestion. The 

system makes prognoses as well. Numbers from 0 to 7 appear on the Google map, 

estimating after how many days the container of the RVM will probably be filled. The system 

collects the decrease value and the actual level of the container of each RVM. On the basis 

of this exported excel table, the next day’s transport schedule will be organized. The 

maximum storage capacity of the containers in the RVMs is about 9000 cans but, in practice, 

this is limited to a lower amount, typically 7000 pieces (though the dispatcher can 

temporarily increase this by remote control). The RVMs are usually set to send an alert to 

the dispatcher at about 85% fullness, while this value may be set to only 70% in Sopron’s 

machines. The RVMs allow those transactions that were started with the parameters of the 

set maximum storage to proceed to their end. As the quantity of cans accepted in one 

transaction is limited to 50 cans (N.B. the value of thermal paper is 125 HUF at the most in 

Auchan too, so it is not worth counterfeiting), the number of accepted cans may exceed the 

limit by no more than 49 cans. 

Clearing house, reports 

One of the most important parts of NRCIS is the clearing house function. Returpack 

coordinates the whole system for the breweries, the retailers and the authorities. Because 

the ratio of recollection is the basis of the product fee refund: the three breweries must 
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demonstrate individually the ratio of collected and produced aluminum at their brewery to 

the authorities. Since Returpack does not differentiate between returned cans according to 

their manufacturer - and as they accept both beverage drink and energy drink cans - NRCIS 

will distribute the accepted quantity to the three breweries according to their sales data. The 

three breweries dispatch sales data, in kilograms, to Returpack. According to such data, 

Returpack will send the re-collected quantity back to them. Such data is given to the 

authorities as well (e.g. the Hungarian Tax and Financial Control Administration /NAV/), but 

it is very important that the three breweries do not see each other’s data. 

The monthly transaction list is sent both in big excel files and in printed versions to the 

retailers. In the case of Auchan, the February 2012 list consisted of 1975 pages, while the 

database for the RVMs in Tesco is about 1 GB. At times, the retailers will ask for ad hoc 

reports too, for example which RVM collected the most cans in a given region or at which 

period of the day people use them most. There is a certain number of reports included in the 

contract signed with the retailers, while further claims could be invoiced for after each case 

by Returpack. Although, according to the managing director, they do not really count when 

they exceed the agreed number of reports. Returpack’s management is able to request lists 

of both container transfers and make reference to errors.  

Real-time till connection (Auchan) 

Auchan had a special requirement that - to avoid abuses - their tills could check the validity 

of receipts printed on thermal paper by the RVMs. Therefore, with a few million forints 

development, Returpack created a real-time till connection at Auchan, so the servers get 

receipts’ data coming from the local RVMs, which will be available later at the tills. This 

requirement did not arise at other stores. Nonetheless, the value of returned receipts 

typically remains below 90% of the value of actually given receipts, so abuses are rare. 

 

The NRCIS system was audited by an external firm; also, a simple business continuity 

management is also working inside the firm. “They can manage for 1-2 days without seeing 

the RVMs, but after 2 days they can’t...” noted László Duma. He also admits that the price of 

waste itself - where IT costs make up 10-15% of sales turnover - do not cover such developed 

IT systems. However, he thinks that besides being an individual recognizer of RVMs, NRCIS is 

the other source of Returpack’s competitive edge. This software helped when they wanted 

to proceed further from the pilot phase (24 RVMs) by taking on newer retailers: “they saw 

that this system is easy to control and they will get reliable data”. Even though only a few 

people use the system directly (Returpack dispatchers and management), the introduction 

of noteworthy ways of operating do also convince business partners. “This is not rocket 

science. We put together the technology, which is available today” - sums up László Duma. 

“It rarely works out in practice - though we considered it a prestigious issue to make it work 

well at our place!” 
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Organization 

15 persons work at Returpack, whose central office is in Budapest. (The organizational 

structure of the firm can be seen in Appendix 2.) In 2013, they also created a managing 

director position alongside the founder-executive manager. Lajos Benkő got the job, and he 

has now been working at the firm for three years and has been helping bringing the project 

to fruition from the beginning. Thus László Duma does not deal with everyday issues in 

Hungary - these tasks belong within the managing director’s scope of liability and authority.  

At the firm, the administrative office operates the clearing house. The work is done by 2-3 

employees: they print transaction lists, they make account vouchers and compose 

statements and reports. From time to time the dispatchers also help in analyses. 

The dispatchers monitor the RVMs in the NRCIS software, and on the basis of this they 

coordinate maintenance and the transporting vehicles. Two or three persons work in this 

field, but one person is enough in one shift. They work via telecommuting and they have one 

obligatory office day (regularly: Monday). They get a computer, a webstick and a mobile 

phone, so they can intervene in the RVMs’ operations even if on the beach at Lake Balaton! 

There is dynamic tour organizing at Returpack. Days are never the same. Transports for the 

next day are typically organized at 8 o’clock in the evening. This is not done on a computer, 

as the calculations would take too much time. The country is divided into three regions (East, 

Center, West), in which the transporting vehicles make tours (“loops”, e.g. Budapest–Győr–

Sárvár-Budapest loop: cca. 500 kilometres). The total distance can be easily predicted from 

the furthest visited point of the day - and the dispatcher hardly changes anything from the 

routine loops (i.e. adds/excludes RVMs from the vicinity of the loop). “If we have to go to 

Miskolc, then it’s almost of no concern the order in which we go to our three destinations ... 

optimization will have no benefits,” explained László Duma. The three vehicles are not 

assigned to the three regions (though the shorter vehicle does usually operate in Budapest, 

as there is easier parking). In Budapest, it may also happen that the driver decides about the 

route according to the state of the traffic. Even nowadays, László Duma “works as a 

dispatcher” once a year for three days so as to remain associated with the basic procedures. 

The head of the plant is the drivers’ superior, someone who is chosen from amongst the 

drivers. He only deals with vehicle maintenance and ensures there are cleaning supplies and 

work clothes. The operations of IT systems are outsourced and a regular partner deals with 

software development on the basis of Returpack specifications. 

Future challenges for inland operations 

In Hungary, waste management coordination has recently become a state monopoly, 

belonging to the National Waste Management Agency (NWA). In this system, there is an 

opportunity for manufacturers to be measured individually. Returpack might be seen as an 
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exception as the three connected breweries are a so-called “common individual performer”. 

It is questionable whether the 17% collection rate would be reachable or not if other 

breweries started to use Returpack’s methods; for it already collects the cans of other 

breweries, but these quantities are compared with the output of the three breweries 

participating in the system. According to László Duma, the rate could be attained should 

other breweries join as in that case the number of collection points (RVMs) could be 

increased. 

In the past there were collection systems for other types of waste materials, for example 

Electrocord on the white goods (washing machines, refrigerators, etc.) market. This is the 

manufacturer’s responsibility, i.e. it depends on the “polluter pays” principle. However, in 

the case of alu cans Returpack has no direct business competitor. For example, the 

Norwegian Tomra sells reverse vending machines throughout Europe though these all 

operate with a deposit system. 

From time to time the idea of including a deposit in the price of an alu can occurs in 

Hungary, too - which would pose a threat to the special features and nature of Returpack. 

For the deposit the cans must be counted strictly by the number of pieces, for which an 

intact cylinder form will be needed. Therefore, returning crushed cans in a deposit system 

would only then become possible if applying a new type of identifier, for example if there 

were a built in RFID-chip. It is not clear whether the deposits of unreturned cans (those not 

returned by the customer) would cover the costs of collection (as they currently do in the 

case of glass bottles) in this system; another question is will they really return profit earned 

this way into the can collection in a system controlled by the state? At the same time, the 

Danish deposit is already 75 eurocents (cca. 220 HUF), which would be able to arouse the 

interests of can forgers. 

Forming a similar system for disposable plastic bottles might be a breakout point. Sealorient 

has already developed the reverse vending machine for damaged PET-bottles. Currently, 

bottles are able to get to waste collection locations while selective waste collection with 

collectors coming to one’s house is something spreading ever more. The European Union is 

putting major environmental protection pressure on Hungary - for we do not at present 

match the EU’s mandatory collection quota. In the case of alu cans, the state actually loses 

on the product fee refund, but at least it can gain a suitable recollection percentage in 

relation to one packaging type. 

In 2012, the state collected about 60 billion HUF from product fees (commercial packaging, 

dry batteries, tires, electronic products, etc.). Half of it went directly to the budget and, 

unfortunately, only a part of it was spent directly on waste collection financing. The 

Returpack system gives jobs to more than 100 people indirectly and it supports the 

Hungarian economy with hundreds of millions of forints of VAT; and also, it creates a value 

of a several billion HUF from waste. 
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Spreading abroad 

Spreading abroad is also one aim had by Returpack. László Duma describes his activity of the 

previous months as a kind of “travel machine”. Turkey, the USA, Austria, Germany and 

Romania are all on the list of destinations. It is difficult to have such a business model 

accepted abroad, especially where the product fee system is not like that of the Hungarians. 

Cost of investment, logistics and the maintenance of RVMs all mean expense – which is not 

covered entirely by the price of the waste (or maybe only in those countries where costs are 

very low).  

An outline of American plans began in the summer of 2012. There is a deposit in the half of 

the states; in the other half there is not - and the cans are recollected in junkyards. 

Returpack's ability to process damaged cans too got the interest of some local firms, where 

there are plans to undertake automation of waste collection. No revenue should be 

expected from manufacturers due to the lack of a product-fee refund. There was an idea to 

advertise RVMs as a new income source, so they would have, instead of simple displays 

possessing a few lines, displays of, say, 20 inches on which advertisements would appear.  

According to American partners this might generate 1000 USD revenue, but even with a 

pessimistic estimation it could produce approximately 400 USD revenue per RVM in a year. 

Not only must collectors be prompted by the revenues (1 dollar cent per can may be 

realistic) but – as in other countries – it is important to make traders interested, too (e.g. 

with 1 dollar cent per 3 cans).  

However, the scale of the American project would substantially exceed its operations in 

Hungary. According to foreign partners, it is worth starting with a city of 5 million inhabitants 

and a pilot operating with 300 RVMs. However, this would cost millions of dollars. The cost 

of the RVMs (about 10,000 USD per one item) would be paid for, equally, by the American 

partner and Returpack in the project – yet Hungarian enterprises do not have enough capital 

for this. Moreover, in recent months the price of aluminum has fallen – compared to when it 

was 2100 USD/ton in earlier times; thus, negotiations have slowed down. 

Also, in the summer of 2012 a request came from Turkey after a professional fair in Munich. 

The situation is similar to Budapest: lots of waste finds its way onto the streets and the 

dustbins are full of alu cans from communal waste. Meanwhile, the Turkish economy is 

progressing dynamically. Only Istanbul itself is a 15-million-people market, and this is where 

500 RVMs might be a real goal. Although on most markets one might estimate 10 tons of 

cans per RVM in a year, in Turkey even 10,000 tons may be collectable. Turkish 

entrepreneurs (and they are negotiating with two or three partners) are ready for a pilot, 

one starting with 5 RVMs; but it is questionable whether the intellectual property in the 

RVMs and in the system can be protected or not. 1-2 HUF per alu can could work as an 

incentive, though environmental protection regulations are not strict enough. Thus, there is 

no real product fee-saving here (though this might change later on). It is also open to 

question whether the system can be financed only from the price of waste, for example by 
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allocating the manufacturing of the RVMs to Turkey – that is, calculating using the cheap 

workforce there and avoiding duty. A retailer chain should be involved in the starting pilot 

and probably an RVM would be necessary, one which would also accept PET bottles. 

However, Returpack’s solution here is not developed enough yet.  

Returpack is also interested in expansion into neighboring countries. This year, 

environmental protection regulations change in Austria and in Romania. In the former, the 

product fee will be increased – while in the latter it is being introduced on alu cans.  

In Austria, Returpack would get 100 EUR/ton revenue from the product-fee savings of the 

manufacturers. Beer consumption is slightly higher there, but the ratio of alu cans is a little 

lower than in Hungary; thus Returpack would be encountering a similarly sized market as the 

domestic one. Returpack would commence the business with 50 RVMs, and this would be 

broadened to 150-200 RVMs in one and a half years. Growth would provide real economies 

of scale as there are about 1,000 euros general costs and 600 euros marketing costs per 

RVMs with a total of 50 RVMs during one year; though these prices could be reduced by half 

with 200 RVMs. On a smaller base, scale economies appear in the inbound (from the RVM to 

the plant) and outbound logistics (from the plant to the furnace); the 1900 EUR/RVM/year 

logistics cost by 50 RVMS might be reduced by a quarter in a case of 200 RVMs. 

In Austria there is monopoly situation, one developed on a market basis, in the field of 

collection - and this will be eliminated by the government, using administrative tools, with a 

deadline of 2015. Returpack has begun negotiations with a scrap trader, whose existing 

chain would be extended by Returpack with the help of Austrian food chains. The Austrian 

pilot project is planned to start in September. On those territories of Romania where 

Hungarians live, Returpack is about to start 1-2 pilot RVMs.  

 

László Duma looks with a feeling of trust to the year 2013. While one year ago it seemed as if 

Returpack had managed to develop a well performing system in Hungary, nowadays a large 

number of foreign opportunities have arisen. For the time being, they are trying to manage 

each and every foreign project, yet it is not certain that there will be enough resources for all 

these development directions. There will be a need for a business plan in each country, and 

local characteristics are important as well. Which project has the maximum potential for 

Returpack? How much attention is it worth László Duma giving to the seemingly developed - 

though constantly changing - Hungarian market? 
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APPENDICES 

1. Financial data of Returpack Ltd. 

 

PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT (extract, data in 
thousand HUF) 

2011 2012 

01. Net revenues of inland sales 111,949 363,252 

02. Net revenues of export sales 0 23,340 

I. Net revenues of sales 111,949 386,592 

05. Materials 4,479 11,931 

06. Value of material type services used 74,163 230,512 

07. Value of other services 1,076 3,204 

IV. Material type expenditures 79,718 245,647 

V. Personnel-related expenditures 5,642 19,574 

VI. Depreciation 2,119 10,172 

VII. Other expenses: 1,079 4,874 

A. PROFIT BEFORE INTEREST AND TAX 23,391 106,325 

B. PROFIT ON FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS 194 1,130 

E. PROFIT BEFORE TAX 23,585 107,455 

XII. Tax liability 1,195 8,334 

F. PROFIT AFTER TAX 22,390 99,121 

23. Approved dividends 0 27,000 

G. RETAINED EARNINGS 22,390 72,121 
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BALANCE (extract, data in thousand HUF) 2011 2012 

I.2. Activated value of experimental development 0 825 

I.4- Intellectual assets 0 5,842 

II.2. Technical equipment, machines and vehicles 23,960 38,455 

A. Fixed assets 23,960 45,122 

II.1. Customers 3,745 35,361 

II.5. Other receivables: 4,104 2,984 

IV. Cash and bank 12,072 27,377 

B. Current assets 19,921 65,722 

TOTAL ASSETS 43,881 110,844 

I. Issued capital 3,000 3,000 

IV. Retained earnings from previous years 235 0 

VII. Retained earnings 22,390 72,121 

D. Equity 25,625 75,121 

III. Short-term liabilities 18,256 35,723 

F. Liabilities 18,256 35,723 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 43,881 110,844 

 

2. Organogram (published by the firm) 

 

And not just the drivers may smile 

Owner, State, Interested Parties 

Director 

Office 
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Accountant

Dispatcher(s) Plant 

Chief Managing director 

Car drivers Freight-
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3. Recycling or reusing? 

The methods of waste handling are often represented by a pyramid, at the bottom of which 

there is the least favorable solution: disposal. Energy-creating utilization is at the second 

level: the production of energy or heat, e.g. by incineration. Materials recycling is more 

favorable: here, the material is processed again, though the extracting or adding of certain 

materials might be necessary if the same kind of product is not to be manufactured from it. 

Reuse is considered more advantageous (and this should not be confused with recycling), 

where the material is reused without changing its physical nature or characteristics. 

Obviously, at the top of the pyramid, preventing, reducing and eliminating waste can be 

mentioned. 

Beer was traditionally sold in bottles with a deposit in Hungary. Even 10 years ago, all 

breweries typically used the same type of bottle. Nowadays, there are more and more 

special bottle shapes and forms connected with one specific brand. Retailers do not need to 

pay attention to this: they always give the same number of bottles back to the supplier 

brewery that they got from them. After this, the bottles are chosen among in the breweries; 

then the breweries exchange special bottles with each other, i.e. so specific bottles are got 

by the relevant breweries. 

Although an average bottle could be used even fifty times, reuse is probably much scarcer 

because of costs related to transport, changes and cleaning. Nevertheless, glass incineration 

is non-rational (it consumes more energy than it produces); and its recycling is more 

expensive than aluminum’s (while producing new glass from its broken stone is also energy-

intensive). Lifecycle analysts also draw attention to the fact that the transporting of glass is 

also environmentally burdensome for it has a greater relative density and it is less 

compressible than aluminum. 

There are non-returnable bottles (mostly wine), which incur no deposit, though there is a 

higher product cost here. There is a 5 HUF (more or less) deposit on returnable bottles too, 

which will be paid for only on the first purchase (naturally, nothing will need to be paid for 

reusing). 

Returnable packaging has disappeared from the Hungarian commercial world when it comes 

to plastic (PET) bottles. According to experience, these bottles will serve for 2-3 refillings. In 

the last two years, the emphasis has been put rather more on selective collection of this 

type of packaging. 
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4. Technical background to the NRCIS system 

The NRCIS system consists of 3 main parts: database, backend and frontend. The database 

manager is in PostgreSQL. The backend communicates on an IP-based, but protected 

channel (VPN) with the RVMs (written in Java). The frontend is a client-side JavaScript 

application running in a browser, which sends Ajax HTTPS requests towards the server and 

which is able to send instructions to the backend. Naturally, there is a further layer coming in 

PHP between the operators’ browser and the backend, which handles evaluation, 

standardization and authority-handling. 

 

5. László Duma’s professional career 

He graduated as a traffic engineer at the Budapest University of 

Technology and Economics, where he earned a PhD degree in 2006. 

At the turn of the millennium, he was founder and executive manager 

of the webpage Menedzsmentfórum.hu, though Origo purchased it in 

2003. From 2002, he gave lectures and did research at the E-Business 

Research Center of Corvinus University of Budapest (back then: 

BUESPA); and more recently he has been associate professor in the 

Department of Infocommunications. From 2003, as owner-executive 

manager of the Adversum logistics counselling firm he undertook 

extensive logistics counselling activity. While his firm was becoming a 

market leader in Hungary, he worked as executive manager of the Hungarian Logistics 

Association (Magyar Logisztikai Egyesület, 2002-2004) and as a member of the chair of the 

Hungarian Association of Logistics, Purchasing and Inventory Management (Magyar 

Logisztikai Beszerzési Készletezési Társaság, 2005-2007). From 2010 to 2011 he was director 

of the Business and Management Institute at Óbuda University. He is the founder, 100% 

owner and executive manager of the Returpack Environmental Protection Company 

(Returpack Országos Környezetvédelmi Kft.), which was founded in 2009. 

 

6. Videos 

 

 Introductory film about Returpack (Hungarian): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

TIsymB2Bhg 

 

 Returpack: yes we CAN! (English): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=br2iXOS0CKA 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TIsymB2Bhg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TIsymB2Bhg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=br2iXOS0CKA
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7. Gallery 
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8. The EUR/USD cross exchange rate 
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Returpack Ltd.: Integrator of the recycling of beer cans (B)* 

“I am disappointed, but not dissatisfied.” The past one year of Returpack was described in 

this way by László Duma, owner and managing director of Returpack. It might seem that a 

great amount of effort invested in foreign projects was wasted because the “slump” in the 

world market rates of aluminum has made some promising markets suddenly stagnant. 

Although the past one year did not really work out as the managing director had planned, 

Mr. Duma is not dissatisfied: “We are waiting now. We have put the foreign projects on hold 

for a while, but things are going well in Hungary.” Naturally, there are questionable 

processes in Hungary, too. The deposit system is about to be introduced in the domestic 

market. Is it worth participating and competing in a market where there is a lack of 

knowledge advantages?” questions Mr. Duma. “For how many years can the technological 

advantage last? How long can you rest on your laurels?” Returpack (and its technological 

partner, Sealorient) is developing continuously and even, with a given recognition of PET 

bottles, results are being seen.  

Falling aluminum prices 

In May 2013 the world market price of aluminum suddenly started to fall. The aluminum 

exchange rate of the London Metal Exchange (LME) fell to the levels of the 1700s; then, at 

the beginning of 2014 it reached its deepest point during a 4.5-year-long time period. This 

poses major questions about the business plan of Returpack’s foreign projects as the price 

available for collected waste fluctuates in line with the exchange rates of LME (65-80 % of 

the LME exchange rate).  

We accepted a theoretical business plan in the USA for 2,100 dollars. If we start up with 

this plan, then we will be able to trade futures contracts for a few percentages to cover 

this amount. Nevertheless, the price of futures is also being determined by a pessimistic 

market now. (László Duma) 

                                                           
*
 Copyright ©2014 Corvinus University of Budapest, Department of Management Control The study was 

prepared by senior lecturer Peter Moricz as the basis for class discussions rather than to illustrate either 
effective or ineffective handling of certain management situations. Reproduction fully or in parts, storage by 
electronical devices or transmission in any form or by any means of any part of this publication is only possible 
with the permission of the BCE’s Department of Management Control. 

Institute of Management 
Department of Management Control 
H-1093 Budapest, Fővám tér 8., http://mgmt.uni-corvinus.hu 
Phone.: (+36-1) 482-5377; 482-5263, Fax: (+36-1) 482-5018 
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In June, a continuation of the American negotiations was delayed until autumn. At the video 

conference in October only further deterioration of the situation was referred to - and it was 

terminated with the thought that in a half year or one year it would be worth dealing with 

these issues again. The pilot project should have been started in Austria with 5 RVMs; then, 

in January 2014, would come the real operations, with 50 RVMs. However, the project has 

been put on the back burner too for a while for there is no business plan besides concerns 

linked with the present exchange rate which would guarantee a positive ROI (Return On 

Investment). 

 

3 Variances in the stock exchange price for aluminium (USD/ton; immediate, cash); Source: LME 

Difficulties with the Romanian and Turkish projects 

There is one working RVM already in Marosvásárhely, Romania. Although in Romania the 

system giving a product-fee refund is smaller and has more difficulties, the issuer does also 

have some direct business interests (as is the case in Hungary). The large manufacturers 

expect the government to raise the product fee, so the attainable refund will also be higher. 

Thus they showed interests in financing a pilot system with 50-100 RVMs for the long term 

because, according to Mr. Duma, “this could represent a profitable competitive edge in the 

changing market situation.” “However, the Romanian partners also suspended their business 

activities in December 2013,” for there has been an even more dramatic drop in the beer 

market share coming with an aluminum packaging than in the price of aluminum. Instead of 

the expensive half liter beer cans, big-packaged, even 3.5 liter (!) PET beer bottles, are 

getting more and more popular - and they can be bought cheaply, for about the price of a 

mineral water. The market share of aluminum dropped 25% in a period of a few months. 
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Other kinds of difficulties occurred in Turkey. After the corruption scandals (seen on the 

daily news) there is an election time period lasting more or less from spring to autumn, 

2014. At the moment there is no opportunity for the needed governmental agreements to 

take place in relation to the Returpack project. One RVM was taken for testing to Istanbul in 

September 2013, but the machine was then transported back. However, Returpack has 

gained some important experience: namely, that the aluminum can is secondary in Turkey, 

and the main product there would be the PET bottle. The Turkish business partner is a PET 

processing plant, and it could import inexpensive raw materials from Returpack’s system.  

Prospects on the market for plastic bottles 

The new development from Sealorient is the PET+alu reverse vending machine, which, 

alongside crushed aluminum cans, is also able to identify crushed PET beverage packagings. 

Naturally, this is not about identifying specific beverage brands but an ability to distinguish 

PET bottles from other plastic ones. So the reverse vending machine will accept only PET 

packaging. 

In Hungary, Tesco bought 24 RVMs of this kind from Sealorient; and according to previous 

tradition, Tesco financed the RVMS itself, as a retailer. Returpack does not have a part to 

play in connection with PET waste materials. RVMs at Tesco accept bottles for 1 HUF per 

piece, which generates no incentives, even for poor people. The obtainable waste price for 

collected bottles depends on the world market price for mineral oil - which is also stagnating 

at low levels. It would seem that it is not worth persons’ gathering them without some form 

of support existing, one similar to the product-fee refund coming with aluminum cans. At the 

same time, we are consuming more and more here: its quantity of 3 billion bottles/year is 

five times more than the amount of product bought in aluminum cans. So it is likely that the 

authorities will take further steps in this field - and the environmental protection tax on 

plastic packaging may be raised in the long term. 

Preparation for the introduction of a deposit system in Hungary 

According to the present schedule, the deposit system for beverage packaging will be 

launched in Hungary on 1 January 2017. For the time being, what kind of system will be used 

has not been decided. While in Western-Europe reverse vending machines scan the barcode 

on the label of alu cans and PET bottles (for which an intact cylinder shape and bottles are 

needed - and in this field RVMs of the Norwegian company, Tomra, predominate), the 

Hungarian system may be more open. If the deposit barcode could be located in such a way 

that it could also be scanned if given crushed-damaged cans and bottles, it would be much 

easier for the consumer and it would also make re-collection easier.  

If the Hungarian deposit system were built on RVMs that accepted undamaged cans and 

bottles, a good business opportunity would be present for Returpack. “Then we would only 

have a manufacturing advantage - but not a know-how advantage,” thinks Mr. Duma. The 
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production of RVMs is labor-intensive (e.g. assembling the head unit) and, in contrast with 

the Norwegian Tomra, mechanical product creation will be cheaper and items could be 

manufactured more easily. The prices of Sealorient RVMs are 30-40% lower than the prices 

of Tomra, but even if adding on an identification procedure (the scanning of barcodes from 

undamaged cans or labels), there could remain about 25% in cost advantage. “The 1400 

RVMs to be launched on the market is an extremely good business opportunity - though it is 

suddenly a form of competition too,” points out Mr. Duma. 
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New development trends 

While Returpack predicts domestic portfolio-enlargement opportunities in the area of PET 

bottles and deposit RVMs, it has not abandoned its foreign projects. For example, Duma has 

negotiations in Finland in February 2014.  In this northern country there are deposit and 

non-deposit systems running in parallel with each other, and manufacturers decide which 

one to choose. Although it is a relatively small market, there are some manufacturers who 

are showing interest in the alu-recognizing RVM. Returpack will also be present at the 

Munich Environmental Protection World Fair in May 2014, which is prestigious in this branch 

of the industry.  

A further move might be the large-scale use of material-recognizing technologies.. A 

significant change in collection and in so-called inverse logistics is due to happen. Returpack 

is also keeping an eye on selective collection for houses and on modern waste selection line 

tendencies. Duma is talking about the phenomenon of exponentiality: “5 years ago the 

waste recognizing machine needed 2-3 seconds on the conveyor belt at a speed of 30 km/h - 

yet it is going to be less than 1 second soon!” Thanks to IT development, the sorting 

procedure is not so labor-intensive any more. At a 5-year-old factory in Berlin there are 300 

people working at a conveyor belt, while in Poland only 25 people were needed at a similar 

plant launched last year. Partially visual technology and partially materials recognition 

technology is being used there. The waste (e.g. paper, plastic) is moved from the conveyor 

belt in the correct direction for it with the help of a slight amount of air-flow. According to 

some persons, in about 5 years time such technology may also be able to differentiate 

between dry and used paper tissues! 

Returpack has now invested some million HUF in devices via which these kinds of 

development might begin, all in order to be able to define exact developmental goals in the 

next 1-2 years. 

 

What strategy should be used in this kind of situation by Returpack? Is it possible to improve 

with more efficient operations the ROI of foreign projects that have been brought to a halt 

by the aluminum exchange rates? Is it domestic portfolio enlargement or the foreign 

projects which hold out bigger prospects for success? What are the main strengths of 

Returpack? What risks are carried by market- and technological changes? László Duma hopes 

that after the year 2013, which did not meet up to expectations, year 2014 will have only 

positive surprises for them. 
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APPENDICES 

1. Returpack’s Hungarian system in figures (2010-2013) 

 

INDEX 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Number of RVMs (pcs) 24 57 180 180 

Quantity of cans taken over (tons/year) 28.4 400 1700  1750 

Typical quantity of cans taken over 
(cans/month) 

100,000 300,000 9 million 9 million 

Number of commercial partners 4 8 8 8 

 

 

2. Variances in the EUR/USD cross exchange rate 
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